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First Cut

Holding Tight Until 2021?
The current market for steel is tight, and it appears that by many indications 
will stay that way for the remainder of 2020, if not longer. 
 
Since dropping to roughly $440/short ton in late summer, carbon index and 
spot prices have risen significantly. HRC (hot rolled carbon) prices have 
increased roughly $250/short ton since then. What is causing the tightness?
 
At the mill: Current mill lead times are greatly extended, with many no 
longer having capacity for the remainder of 2020. Some believe that this 
supply tightness/shortage could extend through the first quarter of 2021, only 
easing once capacity comes back online and/or new mills begin to open.
 
This is coupled with the fact that many mills are late with orders at historically 
high levels due to planned seasonal outages and some capacity idled since 
the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. This means they are in catch-up mode, 
trying to meet the increased demand coming from multiple market segments.
 
In addition, the industry is experiencing numerous other capacity constraints, 
such as labor stoppages/shortages and unplanned equipment and operating 
system outages at numerous facilities.  
 
Import: Imports reached their lowest point in 10 years this past September. 
Until recently, global steel prices were higher than domestic offers, which 
further limited imports. While there has been a slight increase in the number 
of offshore offers as of late, prices were not attractive and lead times are out 
to the end of the first quarter of 2021.
 
 

Some believe that this 
supply 

tightness/shortage 
could extend through 

the first quarter of 
2021.

In addition, trade policies have caused slab shortages at 
converters. For example, the U.S. administration lowered 
its import quota for shipments of semi-finished steel from 
Brazil for the remainder of 2020. This means that steel 
producers that use semi-finished steel for production may 
now be forced to use domestic supply; with supply 
tightness and higher prices, converters could be squeezed. 
 
What it means for you: It is imperative to stay in touch 
with your sales representative on your current needs and 
any changes in forecast during this time. This will help 
ensure you get the proper support amid tight conditions. 
 



U.S. GDP (%) 2.25 33.82 1.46

Durable Goods Orders (US $
million)

237,380 232,933 241,713

PMI (index value) 59.3 55.4 48.5

Crude Oil (US $/barrel) 35.8 40.2 54.1

U.S. Auto Sales (millions of
units)

16.3 15.2 17.2

Latest
Period

Prior
Period

Change Prior
Year

YoY
Change

 
Sources: Atlanta Fed, U.S. Census Bureau, The Institute for Supply Management, Bloomberg

By the Numbers

The October Manufacturing PMI (Purchasing Managers' Index) 
registered 59.3%, up 3.9 percentage points from the September 
reading of 55.4%, representing the highest reading in two years 
(59.3% in September 2018).
 
“Manufacturing performed well for the third straight month, with 
demand, consumption and inputs registering growth indicative of a 
normal expansion cycle. While certain industry sectors are 
experiencing difficulties that will continue in the near term, the overall 
manufacturing community continues to exceed expectations,” says 
Timothy R. Fiore, CPSM, C.P.M., Chair of the Institute for Supply 
Management Manufacturing Business Survey Committee.

2035

59.3%

Could the future of oil demand be shaped by the uptake of 
electric vehicles? Analysis from BloombergNEF’s New Energy 
Outlook Report predicts that primary oil demand could hit a peak 
in 2035 before gradually declining. 
 
By 2050, according to the report, 65% of all passenger-vehicle 
kilometers could be made in EVs (electric vehicles). The current 
fleet of EVs is displacing 1 million barrels of oil a day.



 

Carbon
Hot rolled: 5-7 weeks

Cold rolled: 8-10 weeks
Coated: 10-12 weeks

Plate: 5-7 weeks

Stainless Steel:
CR: 8-9 weeks

CMP: 4-5 weeks
PMP: 4-12 weeks
Long: 7-10 weeks

Lead Times:

Material Movers

Aluminum:
Domestic sheet: 10-18 weeks
Domestic plate: 8-13 weeks

Off-shore sheet/plate: 15-22 weeks
Extrusions: 3-20 weeks

Anti-Dumping vs. Countervailing Duties

As the aluminum market continues dealing with anti-dumping and countervailing duties (most notably 
the ruling in August by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce on imports of common alloy aluminum sheet from 
18 countries) here is a quick primer on the difference between the two, according to the U.S. Dept. of 
Commerce:
 
The anti-dumping duty law provides American businesses and workers with an internationally 
accepted mechanism to seek relief from the harmful effects of unfair pricing of imports into the U.S. 
 
The countervailing duty law provides American businesses and workers with an internationally 
accepted mechanism to seek relief from the harmful effects of unfair subsidization of imports into the 
United States.
 
The Dept. of Commerce currently maintains 540 anti-dumping and countervailing duty orders which 
provide relief to American companies and industries impacted by unfair trade.

Tracking Stainless Surcharges









Following a healthy increase for October, 304 stainless steel surcharges slid slightly lower in 
November. Looking ahead to December, the current projection shows an increase of about 3 
cents/lb. over November and more than 2 cents/lb. over October.
 
Major influences continue to affect nickel pricing include:

Gaining momentum in the U.S. Dollar.
Chinese production of 300 series of stainless steel resuming at a strong pace.
The investment community being drawn to nickel by a tweet from Elon Musk seeking an 
environmentally friendly source of high-grade nickel for EV batteries.
Ni Pig Iron growing as a key part of the global supply chain for stainless steel. This could create 
a top side to nickel prices unless hampered by tariffs.



LME Aluminum 0.8385 0.8006 0.7961

Midwest Aluminum
Premium

0.1211 0.1414 0.1783

Midwest Aluminum Ingot 0.9596 0.942 0.9729

Latest
Period

Prior
Period

Change Prior
Year

YoY
change

Busheling Scrap 307 305 219

Iron Ore 117.2 120.2 84.7

Capacity
Utilization

69.7 66.1 80.7

Latest
Period

Prior
Period

Change Prior
Year

YoY
change

For daily updates, check out the 'What's 
Trending' page on The Gauge. 

 
Sources: LME, CME, Calculated

 
Sources: Bloomberg, CME, American Iron & Steel Institute

Aluminum

Carbon

LME Nickel 6.8746 6.5848 7.5500

304
Surcharge

0.6672 0.6802 0.7698

316
Surcharge

0.8906 0.9001 1.0581

Latest
Period

Prior
Period

Change Prior
Year

YoY
changeStainless

Sources: LME, NAS

https://www.ryerson.com/resource/the-gauge/whats-trending

